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TRANSLATED TITLE
EXPERIENCES FROM A VETERINARY CLINIC
Cause of illness: Electromagnetic high frequencies from domestic telephone systems and networks

Can electromagnetic high frequencies be so harmful that they represent a cause of illness for our house pets and for ourselves?

Electromagnetic high frequencies are produced by cordless telephones (DECT) and cordless Internet and computer networks (WLAN). With few exceptions, the DECT phones produce the electromsmog described here non-stop, it spreads continuously during the day and night into the whole home, into every corner, even when telephone calls are not being made or when the handset is its base. WLAN access points (routers) transmit their impulses for as long as they are connected to the electricity supply.

For your information: DECT-Telephones (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunication) operate in the frequency range from 1880 up to 1900 Megahertz, WLAN computer networks (Wireless Local Area Network) between 2400 and 2483 Megahertz and more recently also on 5150-5350 and 5470-5725 MHz.

The information is transmitted on these carrier frequencies in pulses with a frequency of 100 Hertz (DECT) and 10 Hertz (WLAN Standby). Cordless telephones have a range of up to 300 metres in the open air and are also used in the smallest apartments, which according to my own measurements) lead to electrical field strengths there of 0.4 to 0.6 Volts per metre (V/m). According to building biologist guidelines (German title: baubiologische Messtechnik SBM-2003), strong anomalies already occur for humans at levels of 0.04 to 0.2 V/m, there are extreme anomalies at levels over 0.2 V/m. The electromagnetic fields and radiation today represent one of the strongest and most widespread environmental pollutants. High frequencies are also produced from mobile telecommunications (mobile phone masts, mobile phones) in four frequency ranges between 880 and 1880 Megahertz, but these are not discussed here.

The problem is not so much the momentary exposure but rather the accumulative exposure over a longer period of time. This also explains why one usually does not make a connection between specific, current medical complaints and the original acquisition of this technology. Many symptoms appear gradually and they are not immediately perceived. If the unnoticed disturbance/blockage is already well advanced and deeply engrained, then acute ailments can suddenly occur as if out of the blue.

Amongst the wider general public, there is still little recognition of the long-term risk of such high frequency telecommunication technologies or it is often belittled. Many people believe that it is only the mobile phone that is harmful.

In my clinic I treat animals using orthodox medicine and acupuncture. My main concern is to make an accurate diagnosis, to seek the cause of an illness, in order that the therapy can be precisely employed. A purely symptomatic treatment cannot eliminate the cause, it can however help temporarily. Within the framework of the therapy, the speedy removal of the interfering cause should however have the highest priority.
Acupuncture gives therapists an additional aid for precisely identifying exposures and disturbances since the acupuncture points are not only therapy points, but they are primarily points that facilitate a precise diagnosis. Thus, some acupuncture points respond to specific deficiencies and others to conditions arising from blood congestion, mucus blockage, environmental toxins etc.

Treatment obstacles: As it is well known, many correctly applied treatments only bring about short term success. In this case, the true cause of the illness could not be cured; it was only treated purely symptomatically, and we have to deal with a so-called treatment obstacle. In acupuncture, there are methods for detecting such treatment obstacles and for getting rid of them.

The following examples make it clear: Electromagnetic high frequencies can sometimes constitute the actual causes of illness, sometimes treatment obstacles.

**ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCIES AS ACTUAL CAUSE OF ILLNESS**

Dog with lameness in the forelegs and the rear leg for 6 months. At the acupuncture diagnosis, the typical, specific acupuncture points appeared which indicated an exposure or a sensitivity to high frequency electrosmog. There was no further lameness following the removal of the cordless telephone, that had "charged up" the dog, as was apparent on the basis of the typical disturbance points and after accompanying acupuncture treatment. Relapse occurred when the dog went to a family that had a cordless telephone in the home for the holiday period. There was a spontaneous cure 3 days after return into a home that was now free of disturbing influences.

The Dog's Owner: Headaches and severe joint pains (elbow, shoulder joint and finger) since 7 years. The family doctor, who was first consulted 4 years ago, believed that the symptoms should be considered as classical arthritis associated with ageing and prescribed medication with little success. A naturopath prescribed drinking cures for the headache with just as little success. Without the DECT telephone, most of this woman’s symptoms disappeared completely after two months, the only remnant being a weak headache every now and again.

A cat with chronic pain in the lumbar region which makes walking difficult and makes jumping up onto chairs impossible. Painkillers and classic acupuncture were unsuccessful. Quite soon I suspected electrosmog exposure, however, the owner was reluctant to remove the telephone equipment. Because further treatments were unsuccessful, the telephone was finally removed one and a half years later, the muscles in the lumbar region relaxed and the cat was soon able to jump up onto chairs again.

**ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCIES AS AN OBSTACLE TO THERAPY**

Horse: Chronic lameness originating from the right subtalar joint. Four sessions of classic acupuncture resulted in good, but only temporary, success after each session. No arthritis was visible on the X-ray pictures. At each session, however, again and again the same typical acupuncture points were disturbed, which in my experience indicate an exposure to high frequency electrosmog. It was only when the home DECT-Telephone was removed that the horse’s symptoms subsided within a few days without any further treatment. This happened one and a half years ago. Since then there has been no further relapse.

The horse’s owner had the DECT telephone for two years. Her severe upper jaw pain below the right eye began a year after the DECT telephone purchase. Treatment from a dentist, optician, acupuncture and also a change of the spectacle lenses were unsuccessful and did not provide a solution. After the removal of the DECT telephone – for the sake of the horse - the lady’s pains, that had become almost unbearable, progressively remitted after two days, and then completely disappeared. The relationship with the cordless telephone only then became clear.

**ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCY DISTURB THE FUNCTIONING OF GLANDS**

Young dog with chronic diarrhoea. Various therapies and fighting of bowel parasites were unsuccessful. The submitted blood sample showed a clear hypothyroidism. The diarrhoea disappeared after taking hormone
tablets (L-Thyroxine). Further symptoms and the typical reactions at the acupuncture points lead to the cordless telephone being removed as an experiment. The dog became healthy. After stopping the hormone therapy, two further blood tests taken 14 months apart confirmed that the thyroid gland was again functioning properly. The DECT telephone was never plugged in again, the diarrhoea has never re-occurred.

Cat with severe hair loss. Hormone treatment (Megoestrol-Acetate) helped, however, it led to craving for food and obesity. Three months after the discontinuation of the hormones and the removal of the DECT equipment the cat was healthy again and it had a shiny fur coat.

ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCIES ALSO LEADS TO ACUTE, SUDDEN SYMPTOMS

Horse: Acute, sudden and painful swellings in the right hip area. NPZ veterinary surgeon does not make a clear cut diagnosis and does not find an explanation. After 3 weeks with no change in its condition, the horse is destined for the butcher. Last resort, since typical acupuncture characteristics are present: Removal of the DECT telephone and discharge of the electrosmog using acupuncture points – fast and lasting success. The horse is working again quite normally and is taken to exhibitions.

Guinea pig: Acute Lameness of the hind leg. Lived in room with the DECT-transmitter. Discharge using acupuncture resulted in immediate improvement in the surgery. No relapse, since the owners re-installed their traditional cable-connected telephone on the same day.

Large cross-breed: Acute lameness in the hind quarters and a rash. Diagnosis: Severe electrosmog exposure. Three weeks before, the animal’s owner had acquired, in addition to the DECT-Telephone, a WLAN, a wireless computer connection. Immediate improvement using acupuncture-discharge and removal of both sources of disturbance.

ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCY LEADS TO NON-HEALING SKIN- AND EYE ILLNESSES

Cat: A year at the vet’s because of a skin complaint on the outer ear. Many ointments and treatments remained unsuccessful. A few days after the removal of the DECT-Telephone, the skin wound began to heal and then completely recovered. The second cat has also been clearly less aggressive since then.

ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCY STÖREN AN GANZEN BETRIEB

Horse-stable: Chronic diarrhoea for years in a large proportion of the animals. Changes in food, parasite testing, analysis of drinking water, treatments of individual animals remain without success. When the same disturbed and typical acupuncture points always indicated an electrosmog-exposure in the horses the various DECT-Telephones were removed. This finally brought the desired therapeutic success. Three cats and a dog owned by an old lady were, for years, always ill to a greater or lesser degree until the cordless DECT-Telephone was removed from the small home.

ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCY LEADS TO IRRITABILITY AND BEHAVIOURAL CHANGES

Fights amongst cats and sleeping problems of the owner: In answer to the question, why the two house cats were fighting so much, I declared the DECT-Telephone as the possible cause. After the equipment was turned off, the cats' behaviour quickly became "much, much better ", according to the statement of the female owner, and, in addition, her husband could again sleep properly. The DECT-Telephone was in a neighbouring room, ca. 6 metres away from the marital bed, yet still affected the sleeper.
Cat: Chronic urine spraying at various places in the home. For a year, Feliway sedative pheromone spray was used to balance the apparently stressed cat, which stopped the marking for short periods. During this time period, new replacement pheromone spray cans were purchased from me. A year ago, the owner removed the DECT-Telephone. Since then the cat no longer marks, the spray can is no longer necessary, since the cause of the stress was removed.

ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCY AMPLIFY CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESSES

ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCIES LEAD TO SYMPTOMS IN A NEIGHBOURING HOME WITHOUT CORDLESS EQUIPMENT

Dog lives in an apartment block and keeps coming back to my veterinary practice with unwellness, complete loss of appetite, stiff legs and other clinically inexplicable symptoms. The diagnosis is accumulated electrosmog.

As soon as the dog is discharged, all the disturbances disappear all at once. The owner, an elderly man does not himself use a cordless telephone.

Two further impressive cases (Chronic allergy; temporomandibular joint pains): Both times, there was immediate improvement after the targeted discharge of the electrosmog via the relevant acupuncture points.

ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCIES INCREASE THE REQUIREMENT FOR OMEGA-6-AND OMEGA-3-FATTY ACIDS

Deficiency in these fatty acids promotes the brain degeneration that has become prevalent in dogs and various skin diseases.

ELECTROMAGNETIC HIGH FREQUENCIES STRESS ALWAYS THE SAME ACUPUNCTURE MERIDIANS

According to my observations, the gall bladder meridian and the small intestine meridian always react first – with tension and blockage – to the exposure with high frequency electrosmog. Therefore, I see this as the typical signature of this disturbance. This is diagnostically and therapeutically extremely interesting.

The gall bladder meridian shows symptoms of a general blockage (Blood and Qi), the small intestine meridian gives us the indication of an accumulation of inner heat and anxiety. The patients carry the exposure in their organism, in their tissues, and they come with it into the clinic, even if they have been away from the source of the exposure for a long time.

That means that the electrosmog that once flowed into the system needs a long time for it to be removed from the organism, if this is indeed possible.

If symptoms reappear again and again after repeated courses of acupuncture, and both aforementioned meridians are "blocked" again and the typical points react again each time, it is a sure sign that I must consider the diagnosis of electrosmog exposure. The next stage is therefore the removal of the source of exposure and the further observation of the patients. If the symptoms progressively remit or they do not occur any more after targeted discharge treatment via acupuncture points, then the case and the cause are logically explained.

HOW TO REACT

The responsible authorities should quickly take measures to disseminate information about the subject. Doctors seldom recognise the relationship to the electrosmog and concern themselves instead – to the best of their knowledge and belief – only with the different symptoms of their patients.

Scientific proof will be long in coming because the causes of illness are often multi-faceted and high frequency electrosmog is not always the only source of stress.
Alcohol- and tobacco abuse or common poisoning almost always trigger similar illnesses, tissue changes and medical complaints in the victims and thereby simplify the proof of the causal relationship.

It is different with electrosmog: Since every animal and every human tends to have individual weaknesses, electrosmog will increase this individual weakness for each individual and thus manifest in different ways. Electrosmog is very non-specific and hence more difficult to diagnose, since not everyone reacts with the same sensitivity and with the same speed to it.

With the high frequency electrosmog, we are dealing with an insidious phenomenon. Therefore, scientific proof in the classical sense is not possible here. Instead, the patient collection of medical cases and experiences – like the presented report – is needed.

CONCLUSIONS

Previously, canaries were taken into the coal mines as a warning signal. If low levels of gas were spreading in the shaft they fell off the perch. The miners were thereby warned against explosions, danger of suffocation and certain death.

In the same manner, we humans should observe the signals of our house pets that are exposed to the effect of DECT-Telephones and WLAN-networks, and we should let ourselves be warned, via them, against the invisible, but obviously disharmonising and illness promoting exposures from these ever more widespread technologies.

Electromagnetic High frequencies endanger your health. Cordless Telephones can cause tension and joint pains.

WLAN and DECT equipment can lead to irritability and sleep disturbances Cordless telephones can promote various illnesses in your animals.

Cordless telephones can cause asthmatic disease. WLAN and DECT can render medical therapies ineffective.

Christian Métraux, Veterinary Practice, CH-3084 Wabern / October 2007
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